PLEASE READ AND FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO USING YOUR Q-OPTICS TTL STYLE LOUPES
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Product Support Info
Toll-Free U.S. and Canada: 1-800-858-2121
Phone: (972) 298-2669
Fax: (972) 298-6592
Web Site: www.q-optics.com
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Wearing the Frame

Frames should rest high on the nose.

Correct

Incorrect

Saddle / Nose Pad Adjustment:
To adjust the nose pads or saddle so the loupes will sit higher on the nose gently press the pads/saddle closer together.

To adjust the nose pads or saddle so the loupes will sit lower on the nose spread the pads/saddle further apart.

Raise Loupes

Lower Loupes

Ear tips:

Bend ear tips for a more secure, comfortable fit.

Note: You may also visit your local optometrist or eyeglass shop for an adjustment.
Cleaning / Disinfecting
Use Q-Optics cleaning solution. It is OK to rinse your loupes under fast moving room temperature water. **NEVER SOAK LOUPES.**

It is OK to disinfect loupes using alcohol, Lysol® spray, Cavi-Wipes™, Opti-Cide® or other surface disinfectant.

⚠️ Warning ⚠️

Never attempt to sterilize loupes by any method!
Never soak loupes in any solution – not even water!
Never place loupes in an ultrasonic cleaner!

Prescription Service – Rx
Q-Optics loupes provide a magnified view for improved performance. Q-Optics do not correct vision. If you work with prescription lenses or you normally work with reading glasses then you should use Q-Optics loupes with your prescription installed. Most single strength and bifocal prescriptions can be placed in the frame by Q-Optics at a nominal charge with the purchase of a new set of loupes. For ease of use, progressive lenses and trifocal prescriptions are typically converted to flat top bifocals. Prescriptions for Q-Optics may also be obtained and placed by your local optometrist or eyeglass provider.
**Attach or Remove the RX Clip**

**Attach the RX Clip**
Line up the slot located on the left side of the RX clip with the mounts located on the inside of the frame as shown above.

**Remove the RX Clip**
Slide the clip off the frame as shown above.

**Remove the Name Plate**

1. Apply pressure to the bottom center as shown

2. Slide name plate up and off to expose mounting screws
Attaching a Headlight

1. Align slot in headlight base with mounting screw as shown.

2. Slide headlight over the mounting screws.

Accessories (included)

- Side shields
- Microfiber cleaning cloth
- Additional nose pad set or saddle
- Lens cap covers
- Sport strap or elastic band

Accessories will vary depending on frame style and telescope type.
Optional Accessories & Replacement Parts

*Styles may vary

- Combo Case
- Loupe & Headlight

- Loupe Case

- Sport Strap
  - Cloth End

- Sport Strap
  - Silicone End

- Replacement Nose Pads

- Cleaning Solution

- Cleaning Cloth